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Hydrogen-induced defects in niobium studied by
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Changes of the defect structure of Nb induced by hydrogen loading were studied by positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS
f samples with different initial microstructure were studied: (i) well-annealed bulk samples, and (ii) thin nanocrystalline films. F
icrostructure of the virgin samples was characterized. Subsequently, the samples were step-by-step electrochemically loaded w

n the�-phase region, where the Nb–H system represents a single-phase solid solution. Two complementary PAS techniques, nam
ifetime (PL) spectroscopy and slow positron implantation spectroscopy (SPIS), and in addition X-ray diffraction were applied to in
he evolution of the microstructure with increasing hydrogen concentration. It was found that new defects were created in the bulk
ue to hydrogen loading. Their concentration increases with increasing hydrogen concentration. A comparison of PAS results with
alculations revealed that complexes consisting of a vacancy surrounded likely by four hydrogen atoms are formed. Hydrogen
pen-volume defects at grain boundaries was observed in the thin Nb films.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The behavior of hydrogen in a metal host lattice can be
ignificantly influenced by interaction with lattice defects. It

s well known that hydrogen can be trapped at vacancies[1]
nd dislocations[2]. Moreover, hydrogen is not only trapped
t existing open-volume defects, but new defects can also
e created by hydrogen loading[3]. However, the nature of

he hydrogen-induced defects and the mechanism of their
reation are still not completely understood. Similarly to
ydrogen, a positron is a very small probe with high mobility
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in a host metal lattice thereby having a strong attractive i
action with open-volume defects, which represent pos
traps. The positron annihilation rate is given by an ove
of positron and electron wave functions. Hence, the life
of a trapped positron depends on the local electron dens
the corresponding defect. Positron lifetime (PL) spectros
[4] is based on the measurement of positron lifetimes
material of interest. Any measured PL spectrum represe
histogram of actual lifetimes of several millions of positro
Usually, it can be described as a sum of a few expone
components smeared by the resolution function of the s
trometer. Lifetimes of the exponential components allow
identification of defect types present in the studied speci
Relative intensities of the components are related to d
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densities. The Doppler broadening (DB) of the annihila-
tion gamma rays represents another observable related to the
positron annihilation process. The DB is almost completely
determined by the momentum of the annihilating electron
because the kinetic energy of the thermalized positron is
only about 0.025 eV. Thus, the DB mainly carries information
about the electron momentum distribution. The DB is quan-
tified by so-called line-shape parameters. TheS parameter
used in the present work is a ratio of the central peak region
to the net peak area and characterizes mainly contribution
of positron annihilations with the low-momentum electrons.
The positron annihilation techniques are non-destructive and
exhibit a high sensitivity to open-volume defects, see[4] for
more details. It makes them an ideal tool for the investigation
of hydrogen-defect interactions as well as the characteriza-
tion of hydrogen-induced defects. In the present work, defect
studies of hydrogen loaded Nb were performed to clarify the
nature of hydrogen-induced defects and to characterize influ-
ence of defects on the hydrogen behavior.

2. Experimental details

Bulk Nb (99.9%) samples were firstly annealed at 1000◦C
for 1 h to remove defects introduced by plastic deformation
during casting and shaping. Nanocrystalline Nb films with
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3. Results and discussion

The bulk Nb sample exhibits a single component PL spec-
trum with lifetimeτ1 = 128.3(4) ps, which is in good agree-
ment with calculated Nb bulk positron lifetime[7]. Hence,
the annealing at 1000◦C lead to a complete recovery of
defects and the virgin bulk sample can be considered as a
defect-free material. The lattice constanta0 = 3.3029(3)Å
determined by XRD agrees well with the value given in
PDF-2 database[8]. The lattice constanta increases with
hydrogen concentration. Dependence of the relative lat-
tice expansion (a − a0)/a0 on hydrogen concentrationxH
(H/Nb ratio) is plotted inFig. 1a. As expected for the�-
phase region it is directly proportional toxH , i.e. (a −
a0)/a0 = ξxH. The coefficientξ = 0.058(4) determined from
the data shown inFig. 1a is in excellent agreement with the
literature[9].

The Nb film is clamped at an elastically hard substrate,
which prevents in-plane expansion and leads to a larger
expansion out-of-plane. An increase ofa at a direction tilted
60◦ with respect to the normal to the film surface was mea-
sured besides the out-of-plane expansion, seeFig. 1a. A
significant difference of film expansion in these two direc-
tions confirms the picture that the in-plane expansion of the
film is prevented.

A new component with a lifetimeτ ≈ 150 ps appeared
i am-
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r
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F gen co b film
t ion of 6◦ wi d. (b)
D uced d
thickness of about 1.5�m on Si substrate were prepa
sing magnetron DC sputtering at room temperature.
urface of all samples was covered with a 30 nm thick
ap in order to prevent oxidation and to facilitate hydro
bsorption. The samples were step-by-step loaded
ydrogen by electrochemical charging[2]. Defect studie
ere performed by PL measurements using a fast-fas
pectrometer with timing resolution of 160 ps[5] and by
low positron implantation spectroscopy (SPIS) with
easurements at a magnetically guided positron b

SPONSOR”[6]. Lattice expansion was measured by X-
iffraction (XRD) using Cu K� radiation.

ig. 1. (a) The relative lattice expansion (a − ao)/ao as a function of hydro
he relative lattice expansion out of plane (open circles) and in direct
ependence of relative intensity I2 of positrons trapped at hydrogen-ind
2
n the PL spectrum of the hydrogen loaded bulk Nb s
le. It directly indicates the formation of new defects c
ted by hydrogen loading. The lifetimeτ2 remains constan
ith increasing amount of hydrogen. On the other hand

elative intensity I2 of this component shown inFig. 1b sig-
ificantly increases withxH. It means that the nature of t
ydrogen-induced defects does not change, while their
entration goes up withxH. The lifetimeτ2 is remarkably

ower than the lifetimeτv = 220(10) ps of positrons trapp
t Nb vacancies[7]. Thus, it may be concluded that the f
olume of the hydrogen-induced defect is lower than th
monovacancy in Nb.

ncentration. Results for bulk Nb are plotted by full circles. In case of N
0th respect to normal to the film surface (open triangles) are compare

efects onxH.
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The hydrogen-induced volume expansion in the�-phase
concentration range is a reversible elastic process, and no
plastic deformation takes place. Therefore, the creation of
dislocations is not expected. Indeed, no dislocations could
be observed in the hydrogen loaded bulk Nb sample by
transmission electron microscopy. Taking into account an
attractive interaction of hydrogen atom and a vacancy, a
natural explanation of the observed effect is that vacan-
cies associated with one or more hydrogen atoms are cre-
ated. The presence of a hydrogen atom bound to a vacancy
results in an increase of the local electron density, which is
reflected by a decrease of lifetime of trapped positrons. This
effect was confirmed by theoretical calculations[7] which
revealed that the lifetime of trapped positrons monotonically
decreases with increasing number of hydrogen atoms sur-
rounding the vacancy. The lifetime of 150 ps observed in
experiment corresponds to a vacancy surrounded by four
hydrogen atoms. Thus, we conclude that complexes of vacan-
cies surrounded with four hydrogen atoms were formed
by hydrogen loading in the bulk Nb sample. The binding
energyEB = 0.50 eV of a hydrogen atom to a vacancy in
Nb was calculated using the effective medium theory[7].
The vacancy formation energy in NbEf = 2.32 eV [11] is
reduced due to presence of diluted interstitial hydrogen.
An order-of-magnitude estimation (neglecting the hydrogen-
hydrogen interaction) of the formation energy for vacancy
s
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of hydrogen-induced defects. It indicates that formation of
hydrogen-induced defects in the�-phase could be explained
by lowering of the vacancy formation energy due to presence
of hydrogen. The dependence ofS parameter on positron
energyE for a virgin Nb film is shown inFig. 2a. The ini-
tial drop ofS at low energies is due to positron annihilations
inside the Pd cap. The fraction of positrons annihilating in
the Nb layer increases with increasing energy. It is reflected
by an increase ofS. From E > 4 keV almost all positrons
annihilate in the Nb layer which is reflected in a plateau-like
behavior of theS–E dependence. AtE > 25 keV positrons
penetrate into the Si substrate. It leads to a further increase
of S. TheS value characterizing the Nb layer lies well above
S = 0.5095(3) representing defect free Nb bulk. It directly
indicates the presence of a high concentration of defects in
the film. We expect that the majority of positrons annihi-
lates from a trapped state in open-volume defects at grain
boundaries (GB’s) because of small grain size (<100 nm),
which leads to a high volume fraction of GB’s. Similarly to
positrons, hydrogen can be trapped in open volume defects at
GB’s as well. The presence of hydrogen atoms at the vicinity
of the defects reduces the open volume and increases the local
density of core electrons with higher momentum. It results
in a shortening of the positron lifetime, and a decrease of the
S parameter characterizing the Nb layer, SNb. A significant
decrease of S with increasingx can be seen in selected
S
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urrounded by 4 hydrogen atoms yieldsEf − 4EB = 0.32 eV.
he equilibrium concentration of vacancies associated
hydrogen atoms (see[7] for details) can be estimat

sing equationc ≈ exp(Sf/k) exp[−(Ef − 4EB)/kT ], where
f = (2 − 3) k is known to hold for most of metals[12]. For
he equilibrium concentration of vacancy—4H complexe
oom temperature we obtainc ≈ (2–6) × 10−5 at.−1. The
oncentration of vacancy—4H complexes calculated
L results using the two-state trapping model[4] at hydro-
en concentrationxH = 0.04 amountsc ≈ 3 × 10−5 at.−1.
ote that the specific positron trapping rate 1× 1014 s−1

as used[7]. Thus, we can conclude that there is a reason
greement between the estimated equilibrium concentr
f vacancy—4H complexes and the measured concent

ig. 2. Results obtained at hydrogen loaded Nb films: (a) selectedS–E curve
b) Dependence of theS parameter for Nb layer (SNb) onxH.
Nb H
–E curves inFig. 2a. The dependence of SNb onxH obtained
rom fit using the analyzing software code VEPFIT[10] is
lotted inFig. 2b. From the beginning of hydrogen loadin

s thought that hydrogen firstly fills the open volumes (d
raps) at GB’s, which is reflected by a radical decrease ofNb.
ubsequently, forxH ≥ 0.03 the deep traps are filled and SNb
oes not change anymore. Note that formation of new de
e.g. vacancy-H complexes or dislocations) would result
ncrease SNb due to increasing fraction of trapped positro
hus, we can conclude that contrary to the bulk sample

ormation of hydrogen-induced defects occurred in the
lm loaded up toxH = 0.17. This is most probably due to
igh density of open volume defects (hydrogen traps), e

ng already in the virgin film, i.e. before the loading.

arious hydrogen concentrationsxH, the solid lines represent a fit by VEPF
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4. Conclusions

Vacancies associated with four hydrogen atoms are
formed by hydrogen loading in bulk Nb. The concen-
tration of these hydrogen-induced defects increases with
increasing hydrogen concentration. In a nanocrystalline Nb
film, hydrogen trapping in open-volume defects at grain
boundaries is observed but no formation of hydrogen-
induced defects occurs at hydrogen concentrationsxH ≤
0.17.
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